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Abstract
Interoperable software makes it possible to seamlessly exchange data among di*erent compliant applications. Among other bene,ts,
this o*ers opportunities to increase the quality of building energy simulation through simultaneous interaction of multiple design and
simulation tools, possible because of direct data exchange among them.
This paper discusses the new IFC HVAC extension schemata that are included in the latest release of the IFC data model (IFC2 × 2) and
the new functionalities and industry processes it now supports. It describes an example of interoperable software environment, possible
gains from interoperable simulation, and discusses current issues in data exchange for such simulation.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), developed by the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) [1], are gaining acceptance as the only non-proprietary intelligent, comprehensive and universal data model of buildings. After
years of development, the model is ,nally o*ering functionality that can facilitate software interoperability in support
of work processes for a signi,cant part of a building’s life
cycle, as was amply demonstrated at the IAI Industry Day
in Washington, DC on May 14, 2003.
The data model has become quite large and complex. It
now contains a “frozen” part that will not change for at least
three years, and a part that contains model extensions and
that can continuously be added to. A model con,guration
that is “frozen” at some point in time and development constitutes a “platform.” It provides model stability needed in
software development. Software developers no longer have
to make adjustments to their software with each new model
release or update. The current “platform” version of the IFC
model “freezes” resource, kernel, and product, process and
modeling aid extension schemata as de,ned in the IFC2x
version of the model. This “platform” became an ISO PAS
standard in November 2002 (ISO/PAS 16739).
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Serious implementation of the IFC data model in industry software started after the release of IFC 1.5.1 early in
1998. That version had one primary functionality: to support the exchange of building geometry data. The next version, IFC 2.0 in early 1999, included rudimentary de,nitions
needed to support some of the data exchanges with non-CAD
applications, such as cost estimating applications. IFC2x,
released in October 2000, included some adjustments to
building geometry as well as additional industry domain
de,nitions.
For quite a while, most implementers of IFC were CAD
software developers or developers of products that employed
CAD engines. Their applications could exchange building
geometry data but virtually no “downstream” data needed
by applications that support work How and processes “after
CAD.” BLIS consortium (Building Lifecycle Interoperable
Software) was formed with the release of the IFC 2.0 model
to provide software interoperability throughout a building’s
life cycle [2]. While BLIS accomplishments to date are remarkable, data exchange was still limited to types de,ned
in that version of the model.
The latest IFC model release, IFC2 × 2, includes model
extensions that speci,cally support interoperability for
“post-CAD” applications [3]. It includes substantial model
enhancements for three major industry domains—HVAC,
electrical, and structural—as well as enhancements to modeling of building architecture, facilities management, and
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more. In addition, it includes time series, a model functionality that is critical to any analysis application.
For the ,rst time it is now possible to write IFC interfaces
to electrical and structural analysis applications. This will,
for the ,rst time, bring to these industry disciplines software
interoperability that is based on an open data model. HVAC
model extensions make it now possible to write interfaces
to HVAC design and simulation tools, as well as other types
of applications (such as cost estimating) that employ HVAC
de,nitions. In addition to importing building geometry data
directly from CAD, this enables the exchange of HVAC data
with other tools used in the work process.

2. IFC HVAC extension shemata
IFC HVAC extension schemata were developed at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in collaboration with 13 organizations and with government and private sector funding from eight countries. The project is part
of the IAI project structure; thus its name “BS-8,” which
stands for Building Services project number 8 [4].
The main objective of BS-8 was to extend the IFC data
model with schemata needed to fully support the modeling
and simulation of HVAC components and systems. The
pragmatic goal was to enable rich data exchange among
the various building simulation tools in use today and in the
future.
Data can be imported from upstream and/or exported to
downstream applications in IFC or (by some of the tools)
in XML format. Besides previously de,ned data types that
depict building geometry, data types de,ned and enabled in
BS-8 include
• general and performance speci,cations of materials,
• general speci,cations of HVAC and other simulation
related equipment, systems and furnishings, and
• performance speci,cations for the above.
Downstream applications
exchanged data include

targeted

for

reception

of

• other HVAC (design) applications,
• other building energy performance simulation tools (such
as air-How models),
• cost estimating applications,
• commissioning tools,
• building operations and maintenance software,
• code-checking applications,
• software that serves utility companies, and
• many other types of applications that use HVAC
de,nitions.
Speci,cally, the IFC HVAC extension schemata directly
support the building energy performance simulation
processes. Implicitly, they support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dynamic load estimation,
HVAC design,
HVAC equipment selection,
measurement and veri,cation (HVAC view),
building performance metrics (HVAC view),
HVAC system and equipment commissioning,
HVAC system and equipment retro,t,
HVAC system and equipment physical layout, and
HVAC system and equipment product data (catalogues,
external data bases).

Processes that are partially supported by IFC HVAC
extensions include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

energy code compliance,
interference checking,
cost estimating,
HVAC construction documents,
construction and installation,
procurement,
maintenance,
operations,
fault detection and diagnostics,
emergency response,
accessibility, and
utility billing and cost allocation.

The new IFC HVAC extensions integrated HVAC schemata
that were developed by the BS-7 project. That project, done
at VTT in Finland, concentrated mainly on the de,nition of
heating equipment and systems [5].
It is important to note that the modeling of building controls in the new extension schemata is still only at a fairly
rudimentary level. Forging agreement among the various
controls equipment manufacturers proved to be too diLcult
a task; this remains a major task for the future. Controls
de,nitions in the IFC HVAC extension schemata are now
limited to what is needed to support simulation with current
tools, such as EnergyPlus.
BS-8 also added the ability to properly model two important general modeling features: connectivity and time series.
The IFC connectivity schema was extended to include any
type of connecting HVAC equipment and parts. Time series,
a completely new schema at resource level, enables the modeling of data that are de,ned dynamically and change in time.
This is a critical functionality for any performance analysis
tool, including all dynamic building simulation tools.
If implemented, software applications that are compatible
with IFC versions prior to IFC2 × 2 can exchange only rudimentary HVAC data. The new, extended model of HVAC
components makes it possible for software to exchange data
that completely de,ne HVAC equipment and systems (to
the extent such de,nitions are needed and used). This model
de7nes and documents the rules and protocols by which all
HVAC hardware components in a building and their performance are uniquely and unambiguously depicted in all
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software that follows these rules and protocols. It provides
a common basis for interested software developers to agree
how to de,ne and exchange HVAC data and gives them, for
the ,rst time, a common and widely accepted data structure.
3. Impact on energy simulation
With interoperable software users can, in general, very
much expedite their work on industry process tasks. They
can not only dramatically reduce the e*ort and resources
needed in preparation of input, but can also eliminate duplication and repetition of data; they can dramatically reduce
error in data entry that results in the need for “,xes” later,
minimize misunderstandings, and reduce risk and liability
in decision making, as described by Bazjanac and Crawley
[6,7]. All these bene,ts are now also available to software
that implements the IFC HVAC extension schemata.
In addition, the new HVAC model extensions make it possible to link the use of HVAC design and simulation tools
at the same time, and thus improve the quality of building
energy performance simulation. Most energy performance
simulation tools, such as EnergyPlus, rely on some assumptions that are built-in in the tool or in the data set used in
a particular simulation. When such assumptions can be replaced by better data generated with other tools and promptly
imported into simulation when needed, the quality of the resulting simulation can be signi,cantly improved.
A demonstration of such improved quality of energy performance simulation, prepared for government agencies that
funded the BS-8 project, showed how much can be gained
by importing actual design data generated by a duct design
application directly into EnergyPlus. The demonstrated gain
was based on bi-directional data exchange attainable during a two hour meeting because the software involved was
interoperable [8].
4. EnergyPlus–MagiCAD demo
EnergyPlus currently does not support data that de,ne in
detail a duct design speci,c to the building that is being
simulated, nor the duct system’s performance. It uses data
that de,ne ducts and their performance only in a generic
way. Duct design tools, such as MagiCAD from Progman
[9], typically do not have the ability to perform full-scale
annual energy analysis. The aforementioned demonstration
showed the process of importing speci,c duct performance
data, generated by a duct design tool (MagiCAD) directly
into annual energy performance simulation (by EnergyPlus).
Fig. 1 shows a “see-through” view of the building, generated by Solibri Model Checker [10], that was used as subject of the simulation. It is a small, 365 m2 (3900 sq:ft:) one
story bank branch building, located in San Diego, CA for
the simulation. The banking Hoor, the vault and bathrooms
are conditioned; the lobby is not. The building has a plenum,

Fig. 1. Small bank building.
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Fig. 2. Data paths in the exchange among CAD and “downstream”
applications facilitated by BS Pro COM Server middleware.

and a small mechanical room on the roof. It is oriented
straight north; shading overhangs (part of the plenum/roof)
pose non-trivial modeling issues, as parts of the same bottom surface construction are inside conditioned areas while
other parts are outside the building. The lobby and the banking Hoor are fully daylit. The building is served by a single
duct variable volume (VAV) system with reheat.
As shown in Fig. 2, the demonstration started by importing building geometry from a CAD ,le into EnergyPlus. The
3-D building model was de,ned in ArchiCAD and saved in
IFC format; the resulting ,le was imported into BS Pro COM
Server [11], a middleware that simpli,es complex geometry
de,nitions into simpler form as needed by non-CAD tools.
In this case, building geometry was then imported into EnergyPlus via its BS Pro Client and in the form needed specifically by EnergyPlus. The HVAC system for the building
was designed externally and its EnergyPlus de,nition was
entered manually, as were other data needed for a meaningful simulation (such as occupancy and use schedules). The
system was sized using EnergyPlus design-day simulation;
results from the corresponding annual simulation were kept
for later comparisons.
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Table 1
Comparison of small bank’s annual energy consumption with di*erent duct performance data

Simulated annual energy consumption (J)

With EnergyPlus assumptions about duct pressure

With MagiCAD calculations of duct pressure

107023768667

102664514342

Zonal air-How data, generated in EnergyPlus design-day
simulation, were then exported directly to MagiCAD via BS
Pro Clients for EnergyPlus and for MagiCAD. Based on a
pre-designed conceptual duct design for the building, MagiCAD checked air-How rates in devices, sized and balanced
ducts (both supply and exhaust), and returned the results
of calculation—drop in duct pressure—back to EnergyPlus,
again via BS Pro Clients for MagiCAD and for EnergyPlus.
The process was completed with a new EnergyPlus annual
simulation that included imported duct pressure data.
The comparison of the annual energy consumption from
simulation with EnergyPlus before and after data exchange
with MagiCAD shows a di*erence of approximately 4%
(Table 1). This represents quite a signi,cant improvement
in the quality of results of simulation, considering that data
de,ning duct pressure are only a small part of a data set
used in simulation that can be generated more accurately by
other tools.
It is remarkable that increase in quality of simulation can
now be attained in a fraction of time that was previously
needed if such improvements were sought. Indeed, a small
multidisciplinary team of competent professionals can enable multi-directional exchange of data among di*erent
applications in very little time; data in support of a decision
can now be generated in the same meeting in which questions were posed. (The complete demonstration described
above—including the detailed explanation of what was
being observed—took less than 70 min.)

5. An opportunity for software developers
With the IFC2 × 2 data model available, developers of
software that in some way includes de,nitions of HVAC
equipment and systems have an opportunity to make their
software interoperable with other tools that use and/or generate HVAC related data. This will require the writing of
interfaces that map the IFC data structure to their software’s
own data structure, and vice versa.
LBNL started an “IFC HVAC implementers’ round table”
in December 2002 to facilitate such IFC implementation.
Members of the “round table” meet and communicate regularly to de,ne their own “views” of the IFC model, forge
“implementers’ agreements,” and help each other resolve
model and coding issues. The forging of exchange views and
implementers’ agreements is critical, as they de,ne which
HVAC and other IFC de,nitions will be implemented by
all implementers participating in an exchange scenario, how

these will implemented, and which will not be implemented
at all.
The IFC data model contains more de,nitions in more
detail that any single software application can possibly implement. Most “downstream” tools need only selected de,nitions, and often need de,nitions in less detailed form than
de,ned by the originating application. Extracting and transforming such data on their own may prove too costly and
diLcult for many “downstream” applications. This provides
a market for middleware—software that will extract speci,c data from the IFC project data base, manipulate them,
and deliver them to a tool or tools in form that makes them
usable without further transformation.
One should remember that end users will repeatedly use
a speci,c software tool only if it helps them: if they can
identify that it helps them solve problems, expedite tasks
and their work, prevent errors and help them communicate
a (more) professional image. In other words, end users have
little tolerance for tools that do not work as expected, cannot
deal with problems end users expect them to, are not mature
and/or robust, or still have bugs [12]. This also applies to
interfaces, such as interfaces to the IFC data model.
It is also important to note that architects’ de,nitions of
buildings in CAD do not necessarily reHect the needs of energy simulation. An energy simulation view of a building
typically requires thermal zoning, which often requires aggregation and/or division of “rooms” or “spaces” de,ned by
architects. The rede,nition of the building model to reHect
thermal zoning often requires the reuse of a (3-D) CAD tool,
an act that may be beyond the typical simulation user, especially if the user is not at ease in manipulating 3-D building
information models (BIMs). This presents an opportunity
for software developers to create “front end” (graphic) user
interfaces that can do this task on top of imported original
building geometry in a user friendly, easy-to-use manner.
To be widely useable, it is needless to say that such user
interfaces will have to be interoperable and not dedicated
(and limited) to a single CAD tool and its ,le format.

6. Data exchange environments
Exchange of data among interoperable software applications thus far has been based on ,le exchange. Project
models are saved in their entirety as IFC ,les, which are
identical to ISO/STEP Part 21 exchange ,les [13]. As the
IFC model becomes larger and more complex, IFC project
models’ size approaches limits of manageability even for
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modestly sized buildings. This may be even more critical for
,les saved in XML format. In addition, physical ,le-based
exchange prevents partial model exchange (or, at the least,
makes it very diLcult), which may be the only way to deal
with enormously large project models of the future.
IFC model servers are already beginning to emerge.
Such servers are enabling partial model exchange: they
host project models that are accessible remotely via web
services. Remote software applications can browse project
models, ,nd and extract de,nitions they need, modify
and/or append them, and return them to the model server.
Several programmer tools vendors are now o*ering server
software and tools in support of IFC model servers.
7. Conclusions
The IFC data model of buildings has reached a maturity
that makes it increasingly bene,cial to developers of “downstream” applications that support industry processes during
a building’s life cycle to implement the model in their software. Developers of HVAC software can bene,t immediately from the new data model of HVAC components. They
can now write interfaces to their software that will enable
data exchange with other software applications that need or
provide such data and have an IFC interface themselves.
This provides vendors of such tools with the software functionality long sought by industry software users.
The greatest bene,ts are ultimately coming to HVAC software end users. Users of applications that are “downstream”
will be able to import data directly from “upstream” applications that generated them. With minimal e9ort they will
be able to
•
•
•
•

import equipment data and performance speci,cations,
make comparisons based on performance or cost,
design and specify systems in more detail than before,
simulate performance with data of highest quality and
,delity,
• engage in “what-if ” analysis, and
• seamlessly export data they generate themselves.
The new IFC2x2 data model provides a unique opportunity
for developers of HVAC software to make use of stable and
internationally agreed upon ways to describe what their software is dealing with. It provides equipment manufacturers
with an opportunity to describe their products in a way and
format that software tools will be able to import directly,
enabling the end user to select products for their merit. The
data model is ready for implementation: The more and the
sooner software developers and equipment manufacturers
embrace this data model, the sooner they will give the
industry end user what has been badly missing—HVAC
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software interoperability—and the sooner they will be able
to reap the bene,ts from it.
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